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processing as “understanding”



Turing test

Turing 1950

Distinguishing human vs. 
computer only through 

written language



Dave Bowman: Open the pod bay doors, HAL 
HAL: I’m sorry Dave.  I’m afraid I can’t do that

Agent Movie Complex human emotion 
mediated through language

Hal 2001 Mission execution

Samantha Her Love

David Prometheus Creativity



Conversational bots
• Task-oriented dialog agents 

• Solicit information from users in order to complete some task 
(e.g., booking airline tickets, routing to customer service). 
“Where would you like to go?” 

• Conversational chatbots 

• Systems designed for open-ended conversations with users.   
“How are you feeling today?”



ELIZA

• Early conversational agent (Weizenbaum 1964) 

• Imitated Rogerian psychotherapist



I am the psychotherapist. Please, describe your problems. 
Each time you are finished talking, type RET twice.

I am unhappy.

Are you unhappy often?
Yes.

Can you elaborate on that?
Too much work.

Why do you say too much work?
I am working a lot.

Earlier you said you felt unhappy?
Yes.

I would appreciate it if you would continue. 



Rule-based systems

• (*) YOU (*) ME [pattern] 

• WHAT MAKES YOU THINK I (\2) YOU [transform] 

• I think you hate me 

• WHAT MAKES YOU THINK I HATE YOU 



I am the psychotherapist. Please, describe your problems. 
Each time you are finished talking, type RET twice.

I wish to know about you.

Why do you say i might want to know me?
To write my report

What makes you believe to write your report?
I do not understand your 
question, please clarify 

Earlier you said i would like to know me?

yes

Can you elaborate on that?
I wish to know ELIZA

How does it feel to want?
Want what?



Frame-based dialog agents

• Most modern commercial systems are based in GUS system for 
travel (Bobrow et al. 1977)



• Frames are a collection of slots, and each slot can take one out of a 
set of values.

slot type

origin city city

destination city city

departure time time

departure date date

arrival time time

arrival date date

Frame-based dialog agents

Jurafsky and Martin 2017



Jurafsky and Martin 2017



I’d like to book a flight to Chicago

slot type value
origin city city

destination city city
departure time time
departure date date

arrival time time
arrival date date

Given the available slots and the dialogue history, which slot (if any) does the turn fill?



slot type value
origin city city

destination city city Chicago
departure time time
departure date date

arrival time time
arrival date date

Where from?

San Francisco



slot type value
origin city city San Francisco

destination city city Chicago
departure time time
departure date date

arrival time time
arrival date date

What time are you looking to leave?



slot type value
origin city city San Francisco

destination city city Chicago
departure time time 8:10
departure date date 11/14/17

arrival time time 5:10
arrival date date 11/14/17



Tasks

• Domain classification (flights, schedule meeting, etc.) 

• Intent determination (in flight domain → book a flight) 

• Slot filling (the book a flight frame, find the values that fill those 
roles)



• Is there a notion of frame that can be used to structure your conversations?

slot type
origin city city

destination city city
departure time time
departure date date

arrival time time
arrival date date

Dialog agents

Jurafsky and Martin 2017



Evaluation: user satisfaction



Conversational Agents





Dialogue as IR
• For a given turn, find the turn with the highest match in a dataset 

• Return the following turn.
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I’m pretty sure that’s not true

…

Search your feelings. You know it 
to be true



Neural models

• Basic idea: transform a user dialogue turn into a response by the 
system.



Q: What is your favorite animal? 
A: My favorite animal is a dog. 

Q: Why? 
A: Because dogs are loyal and friendly. 

Q: What are two reasons that a dog might 
be in a bad mood? 
A: Two reasons that a dog might be in a 
bad mood are if it is hungry or if it is hot. 

Lacker (2020), "Giving GPT-3 a Turing Test” (https://lacker.io/ai/2020/07/06/giving-gpt-3-a-turing-test.html); Brown et al. 
(2020), “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners” (NeurIPS)

Q: How many bonks are in a quoit? 
A: There are three bonks in a quoit. 

Q: How many rainbows does it take to jump 
from Hawaii to seventeen? 
A: It takes two rainbows to jump from Hawaii 
to seventeen. 

Neural models

https://lacker.io/ai/2020/07/06/giving-gpt-3-a-turing-test.html


GPT
• Transformer-based causal (left-to-right) language model:

P(x) =
n

∏
i=1

P(xi ∣ x1, …, xi−1)

Model Data

GPT-2 (Radford 
et al. 2019)

Context size: 1024 tokens 
117M-1.5B parameters

WebText (45 million outbound links from Reddit 
with 3+ karma); 8 million documents (40GB)

GPT-3 (Brown et 
al. 2020)

Context size: 2048 tokens 
125M-175B parameters

Common crawl + WebText + “two internet-based 
books corpora” + Wikipedia (400B tokens, 570GB)



Encoder-decoder framework

• Language modeling: predict a word given its left context 

• Conversation: predict a word given its left context and the dialogue 
context. 

• Machine translation: predict a word given its left context and the full 
text of the source. 

• Basic idea: encode some context into a fixed vector; and then 
decode a new sentence from that embedding.
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Sutskever et al. (2015);  
Vinyals and Le (2015)

K-dimensional vector representing 
entire context

Condition on word generated in 
reply

Encoder-decoder framework



How are you
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How are you EOS

Training

• As in other RNNs, we can train by minimizing the loss between what 
we predict at each time step and the truth. 



How are you EOS

Training

I’m you are the …
0.03 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.009

I’m you are the …
1 0 0 0 0

predicted

truth



How are you I’mEOS

I’m fine

fine great bad ok …
0.13 0.08 0.01 0.03 0.009

fine great bad ok …
1 0 0 0 0

predicted

truth



• Data: train on existing conversations 

• OpenSubtitles (movie conversations; 62M sentences/923M tokens). 
Open domain. [Vinyals and Le 2015] 

• Movie scripts (Friends/Big Bang Theory: dyadic interactions). 

• Twitter: minimum 3-turn conversations (context/message/response); 
24M sequences. [Li et al. 2016] 

• IT HelpDesk Troubleshooting data (30M tokens). Narrow domain. 
[Vinyals and Le 2015]

Neural models



Vinyals and Le 2015



Vinyals and Le 2015



Evaluation

How do we evaluate conversational agents?



Evaluation

• Perplexity: given a held-out dialogue response not used in training, 
how surprised are we by the words we see?

Vinyals and Le (2015)



Evaluation

• BLEU score: given a held-out dialogue response not used in training, 
how closely does a generated response match it (in terms of ngram 
overlap)? 

• Not perfect because many responses are valid (unlike in machine 
translation where the space of possible translations for a fixed source 
is more constrained).

Vinyals and Le (2015)



Evaluation

• Human judgment: human 
judges evaluate which of 
two conversational agents 
they prefer

Vinyals and Le (2015)



Personas

• We can model speaker-specific information (latent dialect, register, age, 
gender) to generate conversations under different personas 

• Model this in a seq2seq model by conditioning on a k-dimensional 
representation of the user during generation.



Personas



Personas

• People also vary their dialogue according to the addressee. 

• Model this in a seq2seq model by linearly combining user representation 
for speaker and addressee and conditioning response on that vector.





Reinforcement learning

Li et al. 2016

• Seq2seq models 
are trained to 
maximize 

• This can prefer 
common stock 
phrases that are 
likely in any 
situation.

P (target | source)



Li et al. (2016), "Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation" (EMNLP)



Reinforcement learning

• A dyadic conversation takes place between two agents p and q. 

• A conversation is a sequence of actions taken by the agents according 
to a policy defined by a seq2seq model. 

• Parameters optimized to maximize the expected future reward (over 
the entire conversation)

Li et al. (2016), "Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation" (EMNLP)



Successful dialogue

• Ease of answering.  A dialogue turn should be easy to respond to.  
Operationalize: negative log likelihood of a “dull” response (“I don’t know 
what you’re talking about”; “I have no idea”). 

• Information flow.  Turns should add new information. Operationalize: 
negative log of cosine similarity between turns 

• Semantic coherence: Turns should make sense given the previous turns.



Reward =  
 
+ λ1 [Ease of answering]  
+ λ2 [Information flow]  
+ λ3 [Semantic coherence] 

Successful dialogue



Li et al. (2016), "Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation" (EMNLP)



Dinan et al. (2019), “The Second Conversational Intelligence Challenge (ConvAI2)”



Data

• OpenSubtitles 2018 
http://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles2018.php


